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Abstract

In this paper, a newly emerging duopoly market with a short life cycle is analyzed. The partially known information
of market is characterized by the possibility distribution of the parameter in the demand function. Since the life
cycle of the new product is short, how many products should be produced by two rival firms is a typical one-shot
decision problem. Within the one-shot decision framework, the possibilistic Cournot equilibrium is obtained for the
optimal production level of each firm in a duopoly market with asymmetrical possibilistic information. The analysis
results show that the proposed approaches are reasonable for one-shot decision problems, which are extensively
encountered in business and economics.
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1. Introduction

Decision analysis is choosing among alternatives

considering information about the states of nature,

which are the factors beyond the control of a decision

maker. As a limiting case, a decision maker may know

which state of nature will occur. In such a case (known

as decision making under certainty), it is easy to make a

choice because the outcome of each alternative is

deterministic. Otherwise, a decision maker acts under

non-certainty. Non-certainty is divided into three

categories -risk, uncertainty, and ignorance. Situations

involving risk are when the probabilities of all possible

outcomes can be exactly calculated. On the other hand,

uncertain situations are associated with partially known

information when probabilities cannot be obtained

exactly [21]. Situations involving ignorance occur when

no information is available to distinguish which state of

nature is more likely to occur.

Decision rules for situations involving ignorance

include maximin, maximax, minmax regret and

Hurwicz criterion. Leading theories of decision include
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the expected utility (EU) theory of von Neumann and

Morgenstern and the subjective expected utility (SEU)

theory of Savage. EU is used in decision-making under

risk whereas SEU deals with decision-making under

uncertainty. Subjective probabilities are used to reflect a

decision-maker’s belief, traditionally analyzed in terms

of betting behavior. The SEU axioms show the

conditions under which preferences can be represented

by a numerical expected utility that uses subjective

probabilities of the states of nature to weight

consequence utilities.

Research has shown that SEU does not provide an

adequate description of individual choice under

uncertainty [1, 5]. Alternative models such as regret

theory [2, 23], second-order probabilities [15, 26], and

non-additive probability models [6, 25] have been

proposed in this empirical challenge. Prospect theory

developed by Kahneman and Tversky [16] is a noble

non-additive probability model. Under prospect theory,

value is assigned to gains and losses based on reference

point rather than to final assets as in EU and SEU. Also

probabilities are replaced by decision weights without

additivity. Value functions are normally concave for

gains (implying risk aversion), and convex for losses

(risk seeking).

Possibility theory, initiated by Zadeh [30] and

advanced by Dubois, Prade and Klir [3, 20] is one of the

current uncertainty theories devoted to handling of

incomplete information in the real world. Possibility

theory is based on two basic non-additive measures,

possibility measure and necessity measure. Decision

analysis under uncertainty also can be found in the

literatures [7-8, 17-19, 24, 27-29].

It is known that decision theories under uncertainty

are theories of choice under uncertainty where the

objects of choice are probability distributions (for EU,

SEU and their varieties), prospects framed in terms of

gains and losses (for prospect theory), or possibility

distributions (regarded as possibilistic lotteries [4]). In

fact, for a one-shot decision problem which is for the

situation that decision is experienced once only, there is

one and only one chance for one state of nature coming

up. Guo [9-11] initially proposed the one-shot decision

approaches for such decision problems. The procedure

for one-shot decision is separated into two steps. The

first step involves focusing some states of nature, called

focus points. Which state of nature is focused

characterizes a decision maker’s different attitudes

about satisfaction and possibility. In the second step,

alternatives are evaluated based on their focus points

where the satisfaction levels provided by all alternatives

are compared with each other to obtain the optimal

alternative.

Within the one-shot decision framework, a duopoly

market of a new product with a short life cycle is

analyzed. The possibilistic Cournot equilibrium is

proposed to analyze the optimal production level of

each firm in a duopoly market [9]. This paper is its

extension where the procedure for calculating the

possibilistic Cournot equilibrium is proposed and the

extension of possibilistic Cournot equilibrium with

asymmetrical possibilistic information is made.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2

introduces one-shot decision framework. In Section 3,

possibilistic decision models for a duopoly market are

addressed where a duopoly market with asymmetrical

possibilistic information is investigated. Finally,

concluding remarks for this research are made in

Section 4.

2. One-Shot Decision Framework

2.1. Possibility distribution and Satisfaction
Function

In one-shot decision problems, the set of an alternative

a is A . The set of a state of nature x is S . The degree

to which a state of nature is to occur in the future is

characterized by a possibility distribution )(x , as

defined below.

Definition 1. Given a function

]1,0[: S (1)

if

1)(max 


x
Sx
 , (2)

then the function )(x is called a possibility

distribution where }{xS  is the sample space. )(x
is the possibility degree of x . 1)( x means that it is

normal that x occurs and 0)( x means that it is

abnormal that x occurs. The smaller the possibility

degree of x , the more surprised for the happening of x .

The following example shows how to estimate the

uncertain demand by the possibility distribution.

Example 1. The demand estimation of a fashion clothes.

We ask 160 young female customers whether they are

satisfied with a particular type of fashion clothes. The
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items of questionnaire include categories such as price,

style, color and comfort. The total satisfaction degree of

a customer is determined by the minimum of his

satisfaction levels of all categories. The numbers of the

customers whose satisfaction levels are 1, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6,

0.5 and the other are 50, 40, 30, 20, 10 and 10,

respectively. Based on such results, an experienced

salesman is asked the following questions about his

level of surprise.

Q1: How surprised are you if only the customers with

full satisfaction levels (1.0) buy the clothes?

A1: Very surprised (far different from the experience of

this salesman).

Q2: How surprised are you if only the customers with

satisfaction levels not less than 0.8 buy the clothes?

A2: A litter bit surprised (different from the experience

of this salesman).

Q3: How surprised are you if only the customers with

satisfaction levels not less than 0.7 buy the clothes?

A3: Not surprised (matches the experience of this

salesman).

Q4: How surprised are you if all the customers with

satisfaction levels not less than 0.6 buy the clothes?

A4: A litter bit surprised.

Q5: How surprised are you if all the customers with

satisfaction levels not less than 0.5 buy the clothes?

A5: Very surprised.

Denote the degree of surprise as t . It is the common

sense that the more surprised, the more impossible.

Thus it is reasonable to define the possibility degree as

t1 . If we set t as 1, 0.25, 0 for the situations of “very

surprised”, “a litter bit surprised”, “not surprised”,

respectively, then the possibility degrees of demands of

50, 90(=50+40), 120(=50+40+30), 140(=50+40+30+20),

150(=50+40+30+20+10) are 0, 0.75, 1, 0.75, 0,

respectively.       □ 

From the above example, it is clear that the

possibility distribution can be used to represent the

knowledge or judgment of human being. In the

literature [12], the upper and lower exponential

possibility distributions are obtained by possibilistic

linear programming problems to reflect the feasible

region of decision variables. In the literatures [13-14],

the upper and lower exponential possibility distributions

are identified from the given possibility degrees of

samples by experts via linear programming problems

and the identified possibility distributions of the

securities’ returns are used for portfolio selection

problems.

The consequence resulting from the combination of

an alternative a and a state of nature x is refereed to as

a payoff, denoted as ),( axv . The satisfaction level of a

decision maker for a payoff can be expressed by a

satisfaction function, as defined below.

Definition 2. Denote the set of a payoff ),( axv as V .

The following function

]1,0[: Vu (3)

with

)()( 21 vuvu  for 21 vv  , (4)

is called a satisfaction function. Because the payoff is

the function of x and a , we can rewrite the satisfaction

function as )),(( axvu . For the sake of simplification,

sometimes we write )),(( axvu as ),( axu in this paper.

The information for one-shot decision can be

summarized as a quadruple ),,,( uSA  . One-shot

decision is to choose one alternative based on

),,,( uSA  when only one decision chance is given.

Since one and only one state of nature will occur for

one-shot decision, the decision maker should first

consider which state of nature should be focused for

making a decision. The focused states of nature are

called focus points. The procedure for choosing focus

points is introduced in the following subsection.

2.2. Determining Focus Points of Alternatives

Let us begin with the following definition which is used

for determining focus points.

Definition 3. Given the vector ],,,[ 21 naaa  ,

],,,min[ 21 naaa  and ],,,max[ 21 naaa  are

defined as follows:

],,,[],,,min[
,...,1,...,1,...,1

21
ni
i

ni
i

ni
in aaaaaa



  , (5)

],,,[],,,max[
,...,1,...,1,...,1

21
ni
i

ni
i

ni
in aaaaaa



  . (6)

],,,min[ 21 naaa  and ],,,max[ 21 naaa  are the

lower and upper bounds of ],,,[ 21 naaa  , respectively.

For example, ]3.0,3.0[]8.0,3.0min[  and

]8.0,8.0[]8.0,3.0max[  .

Choice 1. A decision maker only focuses on the normal

case so that the state of nature with the possibility

degree 1, denoted as ox , is taken into account which is

)(maxarg xx
Sx

o 


 . (7)
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ox is called a normal focus point. )(maxarg x
Sx



is

used to denote the value of x which make )( x
maximize.

Choice 2. For an alternative a , a decision maker

focuses a state of nature, denoted as )(* ax , as follows:

)],(),(min[maxarg)(* axuxax
Sx




 . (8)

It follows from (8) that )(* axx  maximizes

)],(),(min[),( axuxaxg  . In consideration of (5),

we know that )],(),(min[ axux represents the lower

bound of the vector )],(),([ axux ; that is, for a state

of nature x , both of the possibility degree and the
satisfaction level provided by an alternative a are at
least )),(),(min( axux . Increasing

)],(),(min[ axux ( )],(),(min[max axux
Sx




) will

increase the lower bounds of the possibility degree and
the satisfaction level simultaneously. Therefore,

)],(),(min[maxarg axux
Sx




is for seeking the state of

nature that has the higher possibility degree and the
higher satisfaction level. The obtained state of nature

)(* ax is called an active focus point of an alternative

a .

Choice 3. For an alternative a , a decision maker

focuses a state of nature, denoted as )(* ax , as follows:

)],(),(1max[minarg)(* axuxax
Sx




. (9)

It follows from (9) that )(* axx  minimizes

)],(),(1max[),( axuxaxk  . Since

)],(),(1max[ axux represents the upper bound of

the vector )],(),(1[ axux , decreasing

)],(),(1max[ axux ( )],(),(1max[min axux
Sx




)

will decrease the upper bounds of )(1 x and

),( axu simultaneously. In other words,

)],(),(1max[min axux
Sx




will increase the lower

bound of the possibility degree )(x and decrease the

upper bound of the satisfaction level ),( axu . Therefore,

)],(),(1max[minarg axux
Sx




is for seeking the state

of nature that has the higher possibility degree and the
lower satisfaction level. The obtained state of nature

)(* ax is called a passive focus point of an alternative

a .

2.3. Obtaining the Optimal Alternative

Based on the obtained different types of focus points,

the optimal alternatives are determined as follows:

),(minmaxarg axua o

XxAa

o

oo
 , (10)

)),((maxmaxarg *

)()(

*

**
aaxua

aXaxAa 
 , (11)

)),((minmaxarg *
)()(

*
**

aaxua
aXaxAa 

 , (12)

where oX is the set of normal focus points, )(* aX

and )(* aX are the sets of active and passive focus

points of an alternative a , respectively. oa , *a and
*a

are called normal, active and passive optimal

alternatives, respectively. )( ** ax and )( ** ax are

called optimal active and optimal passive focus points,

respectively. Decision rules maximin and maximax are

used in (10), (11) and (12) for the cases that multiple

focus points exist for an alternative. maximin and

maximax reflect the conservative and aggressive

attitude, respectively.

A decision maker is called a normal decision maker

or an active decision maker or a passive decision maker

if he takes into account the normal focus points or active

focus points or passive focus points for making one-shot

decisions. We can image three types of decision makers

as follows: when making a one-shot decision the normal

decision maker focuses on the most possible outcome;

the active decision maker takes into account the

scenario which can yield the higher satisfaction with a

higher possibility; the passive decision maker considers

the scenario which can lead to the lower satisfaction

with a higher possibility.

Theorem 1 [9].

Assume that
(I) Possibility distribution is a unimodal continuous
function which satisfies 0)( lx , 0)( ux and

1)( cx and )(x increases within ],[ cl xx and

decreases within ],[ uc xx , where cx , lx and ux are

the center, lower and upper bounds of x .
(II) ),( axu and ),(max axu

Aa
are continuous, strictly

increasing, functions of x , respectively.

We have

),(max)(1

)),(max),(1max(min

)),(),(1max(minmax

axux

axux

axux

Aa

AaSx

SxAa






















, (13)
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),(max

)()),(),(min(maxmax

axu

xaxux

Aa

SxAa











 
, (14)

where x is the horizontal coordinate of the unique

intersection of )(1 x and ),(max axu
Aa

within

],[ cl xx , and x is the horizontal coordinate of the

unique intersection of )(x and ),(max axu
Aa

within

],[ uc xx .

3. Duopoly Market Analysis with Possibilistic
Information

3.1. The Basic of Cournot Equilibrium

We image an industry with two firms, 1 and 2 (duopoly

market), each producing and selling single goods.

Consumers do not care from which firm they purchase

the goods. The following well-used linear inverse

demand function in economics is considered [22]:

)( 21 qqdcp  , (15)

where 0p is a price, 1q and 2q are production

levels of Firm 1 and Firm 2, respectively. 0c is the

p-interept of (15) representing the limit price of goods

when the total supply approaches to zero and 0d is

the slope of (15) showing the price decrease when the

total supply increasing by one unit.

Here we consider that each firm has Cournot

conjecture about its rival: Each of two firms assumes

that the other firm will act in a way to keep fixed the

production level. With Cournot conjecture, the profit of

each firm i (i=1, 2) is as follows:

jiqdqdqcqqqcw jiiijii  ,),,( 2 (16)

where the production cost is ignored for simplicity.

Conjecturing that Firm j has the production level jq ,

the sufficient and necessary condition for maximizing

(16) is as follows:

jidqdqcdqdw jiii  ,02/ , (17)

which is obtained by differentiating (16) with iq . So

that the optimal production level of Firm i with the

parameters jq and c, denoted as ),( cqq ji

 is obtained

as

jiddqccqq jji  ,2/)(),( . (18)

Two firms are at equilibrium in this industry when
neither firm wants to change what it is doing, given that
the rival keeps the same production level. So that this

equilibrium ),( 21

 qq , called Cournot equilibrium, is the

solution of the following equations









ddqcq

ddqcq

2/)(

2/)(

12

21
, (19)

which leads to

d

c
qq

3
21   , (20)

where 

iq is called the equilibrium production level of

Firm i.

3.2. Cournot Equilibrium with Possibilistic
Information

Let us consider a newly emerging duopoly market with
a short life cycle. It is reasonable to think that there is
only one chance for these two firms to decide how many
products they should produce due to a short life cycle.
Because the product is new, no relevant historical data
can be used for statistical analysis in this case. However,
marketing research can obtain some information about
what is the most possible situation and what is
impossible one in the future. Such plausible information
can be characterized by the possibility distribution of
c as follows:

The possibility distribution of c is set as the
following continuous unimodal function

]1,0[],[: rl cc , (21)

where lc and rc are the lower and upper bounds of c .

],[ ulo ccc  so that 1)( oc , 0)( lc and

0)( rc . )(c increases within ],[ ol cc and

decreases within ],[ ro cc .

Remark 1: Considering (16) and (18), the maximal

profit of Firm i with jq is as follows:

d

dqc
qqcw

j

jii
qi 4

)(
),,(max

2
 . (22)

(22) shows that the maximum profit of Firm i for a

given c is
d

c

4

2

. The profit of Firm i reaches its

minimum 0 when 0iq . Considering the region of c ,

the region of the profit of Firm i is ]
4

,0[
2

d

cr . It is easy to

know that the region of the production levels of two

firms is ],0[
d

cr .
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The satisfaction function of Firm i, denoted as

)),,(( cqqwu jii , is a strictly increasing function of iw

with the conditions 0)0( u and 1)
4

(
2


d

c
u r . Let us

analyze the duopoly market problem within the one-shot
decision framework. Two firms have ability to produce
a new product with a short life cycle. The types of firms
are normal, active and passive. Such a type is regarded
as an inherent feature of a firm. A firm knows his own
type but does not know the type of its rival. The
information ),,,( uSA  is common knowledge for

both of firms where ]/,0[ dcA r , ],[ rl ccS  .

Based on ),,,( uSA  and his own type, the firm should

make a one-shot decision on the production level to
maximize its profit with Cournot conjecture about its
rival.

From Choice 1 we know that the normal focus point

is oc . Considering Choice 2, the active focus point of

iq (the production level of Firm i) with conjecturing the

production level of Firm j being jq , denoted as

),( jiio qqc is as follows:

))],,((),(min[maxarg),( cqqwucqqc jii
c

jiio  .

(23)
Likewise, considering Choice 3, the passive focus point

of iq (the production level of Firm i) with conjecturing

the production level of Firm j being jq , denoted as

),( jiip qqc is as follows:

))],,((),(1max[minarg),( cqqwucqqc jii
c

jiip  .

(24)
Considering Theorem 1 and (18), the following

conclusions can be obtained [9].

(I) Based on the active focus point of iq , Firm i

chooses its optimal production level 

iq to make

))),(,,(( jiiojii qqcqqwu maximize with conjecturing

the production level of Firm j being jq . That is,

d

dqqc

qqcqqwuq

jjio

jiiojii
q

i
i

2

)(ˆ

))),(,,((maxarg






, (25)

where )(ˆ
jio qc , called as active focus point of Firm i

with conjecturing the production level of Firm j being

jq , is the horizontal coordinate of the unique

intersection of )(c and )),),,((( cqcqqwu jjii



within ],[ uo cc , where ),( cqq ji

 is obtained by (18).

(II) Based on the passive focus point of iq , Firm i

chooses its optimal production level 

iq to make

))),(,,(( jiipjii qqcqqwu maximize with conjecturing

the production level of Firm j being jq . That is,

d

dqqc

qqcqqwuq

jjip

jiipjii
q

i
i

2

)(ˆ

))),(,,((maxarg






, (26)

where )(ˆ
jip qc , called as passive focus point of Firm i

with conjecturing the production level of Firm j being

jq , is the horizontal coordinate of the unique

intersection of )(1 c and )),),,((( cqcqqwu jjii



within ],[ ol cc , where ),( cqq ji

 is obtained by (18).

In what follows, let us analyze the equilibrium
situations of two firms. For the sake of simplification,
we assume that the firms have the same type as each
other. Suppose that both of firms are normal, it is easy
to understand that the Cournot equilibrium for this case,

denoted as ),( *

2

*

1 qq , is the solution of equations (19)

where oc takes the place of c. Suppose that both of

firms are active or passive, the active and passive

Cournot equilibriums, denoted as ),( *

2

*

1 oo qq and

),( *

2

*

1 pp qq , respectively, can be obtained as the

following equations:















d

dqqc
q

d

dqqc
q

o

o

2

)(ˆ
2

)(ˆ

112
2

221
1

, (27)
















d

dqqc
q

d

dqqc
q

p

p

2

)(ˆ
2

)(ˆ

112

2

221

1

, (28)

where ),( *

2

*

1 oo qq and ),( *

2

*

1 pp qq are the solutions of

(27) and (28), respectively.

The procedure for solving the equation (27):

Step 1. Arbitrarily choose a ],[ ro ccc .
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Step 2. Set ioĉ (i=1,2) as c and solve (27) to obtain

),( *

2

*

1 oo qq .

Step 3. Calculate )),,(()()( *

2

*

1 ooi qqcwucce   . If

|)(| ce then ccio ˆ and stop; if )(ce , then go

to Step 4; if )(ce , then go to Step 5, where  is a

small positive real number.

Step 4. Set c as )0(  cccc and go back to

Step 2, where c is a small positive real number.

Step 5. Set c as )0(  cccc and go back to

Step 2.
This procedure is explained by Fig.1. It is clear from

Fig.1 that 0)( ce implies iocc ˆ and 0)( ce

implies iocc ˆ .

Fig. 1. Graphical explanation of the procedure for obtaining

ioĉ .

The procedure for solving the equation (28):

Step 1. Arbitrarily choose a ],[ ol ccc .

Step 2. Take ipĉ (i=1,2) as c and solve (28) to obtain

),( *

2

*

1 pp qq .

Step 3. Calculate )),,(()(1)( *

2

*

1 ppi qqcwucce   .

If |)(| ce then ccip ˆ and stop; if )(ce , then

go to Step 4; if )(ce , then go to Step 5.

Step 4. Set c as )0(  cccc and go back to

Step 2.
Step 5. Set c as )0(  cccc and go back to

Step 2.
This procedure is explained by Fig.2. It is clear from

Fig.2 that 0)( ce implies ipcc ˆ and 0)( ce

implies ipcc ˆ .

Fig. 2. Graphical explanation of the procedure for obtaining

ipĉ .

3.3. Cournot Equilibrium with Asymmetrical
Possibilistic Information

Let us consider an asymmetrical information case. That
is, some new information s on c is known by Firm 2
but not by Firm 1. In this case, the production level of

Firm 2 is a function of s , that is, )(22 sqq  . The

profit of Firms 1 and 2 are as follows:

)(),,( 21

2

11211 sqdqdqcqcqqw  , (29)

)()()(),,( 21

2

22212 sqdqsdqscqcqqw  . (30)

For Firm 1, the certain value of s is unknown but its

possibility distribution )(sS is known. The possibility

distribution of the production level of Firm 2, denoted

as )(
2

qQ , can be calculated by the extension principle

))((max)(
)(..2

2

sq S
sqqts

Q 


 .

Definition 4. Conjecturing the production level of Firm

2 being 2q and considering the possibility degree of 2q ,

the active focus point of the production level 1q with

information s , denoted as ),( 211 qqc s

o is defined as

follows:

))],,(()(),(min[maxarg

),(

21122

211

cqqwuqc

qqc

Q
c

s

o

 
,(31)

where )( 22
qQ is regarded as a discount coefficient of

the satisfaction level of Firm 1.

lc oc rcioĉ

)(c

)),,(( *
2

*
1 ooi qqcwu

c c

e(c)

)(1 c )),,(( *
2

*
1 ppi qqcwu

rcoclc c cipĉ

e(c)
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Based on the active focus points ),( 211 qqc s

o , Firm 1

chooses its optimal production level 

1q to make

))),(,,(( 211211 qqcqqwu s

o maximize. That is,

)())),(,,((maxarg 212112111
1

qhqqcqqwuq o

s

o
q

 . (32)

Definition 5. Conjecturing the production level of Firm

2 being 2q and considering the possibility degree of 2q ,

the passive focus point of the production level 1q with

information s , denoted as ),( 211 qqc s

p is defined as

follows:

))],,(()(),(1max[minarg

),(

2112

211

2
cqqwuqc

qqc

Q
c

s

p

 
.(33)

Based on the passive focus points ),( 211 qqc s

p , Firm

1 choose its optimal production level 

1q to make

))),(,,(( 211211 qqcqqwu s

p maximize. That is,

)())),(,,((maxarg 212112111
1

qhqqcqqwuq p

s

p
q

 .(34)

Firm 2 can refine )(c by using the additional

information s . The renewed information is a kind of

conditional possibility distribution, denoted as )(| csC ,

which means that if information is s , then the

possibility distribution of c is )(| csC .

Definition 6.

Conjecturing the production level of Firm 1 being 1q ,

based on the conditional possibility distribution )(| csC ,

the active focus point of the production level of Firm 2,

denoted as ),( 212 qqc s

o , is defined as follows:

))],,((),(min[maxarg

),(

212|

212

cqqwuc

qqc

sC
c

s

o


. (35)

Based on the active focus points ),( 212 qqc s

o , Firm 2

choose its optimal production level 

2q to make

))),(,,(( 212212 qqcqqwu s

o maximize. That is,

)())),(,,((maxarg 122122122
2

qkqqcqqwuq o

s

o
q

 .

(36)

Definition 7.

Conjecturing the production level of Firm 1 being 1q ,

based on the conditional possibility distribution )(| csC ,

the passive focus point of the production level of Firm 2,

denoted as ),( 212 qqc s

p , is defined as follows:

))],,((),(1max[minarg

),(

212|

212

cqqwuc

qqc

sC
c

s

p


. (37)

Based on the passive focus points ),( 212 qqc s

p , Firm

2 choose its optimal production level 

2q to make

))),(,,(( 212212 qqcqqwu s

p maximize. That is,

)())),(,,((maxarg 122122122
2

qkqqcqqwuq p

s

p
q

 .(38)

Definition 8. The solutions of the following equations

(39) and (40), denoted as ),( *

2

*

1

s

o

s

o qq and ),( *

2

*

1

s

p

s

p qq ,

are called as active and passive Cournot equilibriums
with information s , respectively.









)(

)(

122

211

qkq

qhq

o

o
, (39)









)(

)(

122

211

qkq

qhq

p

p
. (40)

Lemma 1. If 1)( sS holds for s , then 1)( qQ

holds for q . In this case, (31) and (33) are equal to

(23) and (24), respectively.

As a special case, we define )(| csC as follows:

o

o

C

sC
cc

cc

c
c










)(

1
)(| 

 , (41)

where 1 is the information factor. The smaller  ,

the more informed )(| csC is.

Theorem 2. Assume that )(| csC is expressed by (41),

we have

(I) based on the active focus point of 1q expressed by

(31), Firm 1 chooses its optimal production level 

1q to

make ))),(,,(( 211211 qqcqqwu s

o maximize with
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conjecturing the production level of Firm 2 being 2q .

That is,

d

dqqc

qqcqqwuq

s

o

s

o
q

2

)(ˆ

))),(,,((maxarg

221

2112111
1






, (42)

where )(ˆ
21 qc s

o , called as active focus point of Firm 1

with asymmetric information s, is the horizontal

coordinate of the unique intersection of )(c and

)),),,((()( 221122
cqcqqwuqQ

 within ],[ uo cc ,

where ),( 21 cqq is obtained by (18).

(II) based on the active focus point of 2q expressed by

(35), Firm 2 chooses its optimal production level 

2q to

make ))),(,,(( 212212 qqcqqwu s

o maximize with

conjecturing the production level of Firm 1 being 1q .

That is,

d

dqqc

qqcqqwuq

s

o

s

o
q

2

)(ˆ

))),(,,((maxarg

112

2122122
2






, (43)

where )(ˆ
12 qc o , called as active focus point of Firm 2

with asymmetric information s, is the horizontal

coordinate of the unique intersection of )(| csC

expressed by (41) and ))),,(,(( 1212 ccqqqwu  within

],[ uo cc , where ),( 12 cqq is obtained by (18).

(III) based on the passive focus point of 1q expressed

by (33), Firm 1 chooses its optimal production level 

1q

to make ))),(,,(( 211211 qqcqqwu s

p maximize with

conjecturing the production level of Firm 2 being 2q .

That is,

d

dqqc

qqcqqwuq

s

p

s

p
q

2

)(ˆ

))),(,,((maxarg

221

2112111
1






, (44)

where )(ˆ
21 qc s

p , called as passive focus point of Firm 1

with asymmetric information s, is the horizontal

coordinate of the unique intersection of )(1 c and

)),),,((()( 221122
cqcqqwuqQ

 within ],[ ol cc ,

where ),( 21 cqq is obtained by (18).

(IV) based on the passive focus point of 2q expressed

by (37), Firm 2 chooses its optimal production level 

2q

to make ))),(,,(( 212212 qqcqqwu s

p maximize with

conjecturing the production level of Firm 1 being 1q .

That is,

d

dqqc

qqcqqwuq

s

p

s

p
q

2

)(ˆ

))),(,,((maxarg

112

2122122
2






, (45)

where )(ˆ
12 qc s

p , called as passive focus point of Firm 2

with asymmetric information s, is the horizontal

coordinate of the unique intersection of )(1 | csC and

))),,(,(( 1212 ccqqqwu  within ],[ ol cc , where

),( 12 cqq is obtained by (18).

Proof. It is trivial to prove (42)-(45) with considering
Theorem 1 and Definitions 4-7.

(42)-(45) are used for obtaining Cournot equilibriums
with asymmetrical possibilistic information by (39) and
(40).

4. Conclusions

In this paper, within the one-shot framework

possibilistic decision models are proposed for analyzing

a duopoly market of a new product with a short life

cycle. The uncertainty of market is characterized by the

possibility distribution of the parameter in the demand

function. Three focus points, called normal, active and

passive focus points are introduced to show which

values should be considered for making a decision with

possibilistic information. Based on three kinds of focus

points, possibilistic Cournot equilibriums are proposed

to analyze the optimal production level of each firm in a

duopoly market with asymmetrical possibilistic

information. It can be seen that one-shot decision

approaches are useful for the situations where a decision

is experienced only once and the probability distribution

is unavailable due to lack of enough information.
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Appendix: The proof of Theorem 1.

First, let us show

)),(max),(min(max

)),(),(min(maxmax

axux

axux

AaSx

SxAa





 


. (A.1)

Set )),(),(min(),( axuxaxh  . Considering the

following two equations

),(maxmax),(maxmax axhaxh
AaSxSxAa 

 , (A.2)

)),(max),(min(max

)),(),(min(maxmax

axux

axux

AaSx

AaSx





 


, (A.3)

we have (A.1). Then we show
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)),(max),(1max(min

)),(),(1max(min

axux

axux

AaSx

Sx












. (A.4)

Because the relation ),(max),( axuaxu
Aa

 holds, with

considering three cases (1) ),()(1 axux   ;

(2) ),()(1 axux   ; (3) ),()(1 axux   , we have

)),(max),(1max(

)),(),(1max(

axux

axux

Aa







(A.5)

( Aa  and Sx  ).

With considering the fact that if )()( xgxf  then

)(min)(min xgxf
xx

 , it is easy to understand (A.4).

)(1 x is a continuous, decreasing, function within

],[ cl xx and ),(max axu
Aa

is a continuous, strictly

increasing, function. The following inequalities

1)(1),(max 


ll
Aa

xaxu  , (A.6)

),(max)(10 axux c
Aa

c


  , (A.7)

show that there is one and only one intersection of

)(1 x and ),(max axu
Aa

within ],[ cl xx . Denote the

horizontal coordinate of this intersection as x , then

),(max)(1 axux
Aa




  . (A.8)

)(1 x is a decreasing function within ],[ xxl ,

which means for all ],[  xxx l

)(1)),(max),(1max( 


 xaxux
Aa

 . (A.9)

),(max axu
Aa

is an increasing function within

],[ uxxx  , which means for all ],[ uxxx  ,

),(max)),(max),(1max( axuaxux
AaAa




 . (A.10)

(A.8) makes the following hold.

),(max)(1

)),(max),(1max(min

axux

axux

Aa

AaSx















, (A.11)

which is the second and third equalities of (13). Set

),(maxarg axua
Aa




  . It can be understood that x is

also the horizontal coordinate of the intersection of
)(1 x and ),( axu . Similarly, Because ),( axu is

a continuous, strictly increasing, function of x , x

satisfies )),(),(1max(min 


 axux
Sx

 , which means if

we take  xx and  aa then (A.4) becomes

equality. Thus, the first equality of (13) can be obtained.
It is also easy to understand that an unique intersection

of )(x and ),(max axu
Aa

exists within ],[ uc xx .

Denote the horizontal coordinate of this intersection as
x , it is obvious that (14) holds considering (A.1). It

proves Theorem 1.                                             □ 
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